
Mutated Llamacorns! 
 Name:         Date:       Block:    

 

T’was a Fortnite on an alien planet nearly identical to Earth called Millenia, scientist have 

discovered a species of cute little critters called Llamacorns. Llamacorns have some 

peculiar traits such their pinata fur and long horn protruding from its face like a unicorn. 

They have the same DNA composition as earthlings, including the same amino acids. 

Llamacorns were brought from their alien planet to Earth for educational purposes and to 

ruin the youth of this generation…just kidding…but am I? 

 

However, after a few years on planet Earth, the Llamacorns began mutating at a much 

faster rate than normal! Their DNA is changing and therefore their phenotypes (physical 

characteristics) are changing as well. Scientist are unsure of the cause, though one plausible 

explanation is that a substance found on Earth IS NOT found on the Llamacorns home 

planet (we’re talking teenage hormones of course, ha kidding again, but am I?)-and it is 

somehow affecting them, or likely acting as a mutagen: a substance that causes mutations to 

occur. Though the mutations do not affect the individuals directly, if these mutations occur in 

certain cells, the mutated DNA and resulting traits can be passed on to the offspring. 

 

In order to understand the cause of these mutations, scientist are working hard to find 

patterns or links. Your job as science students is to model these mutations so you can help 

scientist to better predict their allele frequencies (how often genes appear in a population) 

and eventually form prediction tools. 

 

The four most commonly mutated traits are: fur texture, presence of a tail, ear shape, and an alternate muscle pattern 

in their hind legs which enables them to jump magestically around at a much higher height than usual. 

 

Though mutations occur randomly, the exposure to mutagens increase the chances of a mutation occuring. 

 

Three substances on Earth have been identified as mutagens in the Llamacorn species: glucose, the influenza virus, and 

yeast. In this simulation, we will assume that your Llamacorn has been exposed to one or more of these mutagens to 

increase the chances of a mutation happening. 

 

 

Before we begin our simulation, define the following terms in the table below: 

Die (single dice) 

One coin 



PLEASE READ CAREFULLY 

 

Working in pairs, assume that you have one normal, healthy Llamacorn 

whose DNA samples for the four traits we are studying can be found in the 

table provided. Your Llamacorn has been exposed to substances that are 

thought to be mutagens for your Llamacorn. These substances increase the 

chances of a mutation occuring.  

 

You will mutate the DNA sequences below (Tables 1 & 2) using a coin, a die and your birthdays! This is 

because mutations happen randomly! The type of mutation that occurs and where in the DNA sequence it 

occurs is determine using steps shown on the handout given by your teacher. Be sure to record your results 

in Data Tables 1 & 2 

 below as you go along. Once you are finished, write the changed or “new” DNA sequence in the data table 

below (table 1), in the space ABOVE the original sequence. Also note whether or not it is a missense, 

nonsense, or silent mutation. Assume that any nonsense mutations lead to a faulty protein or deformity. 

 

 

Using the Data Table 3 below, you will also determine if the mutation can lead to a phenotypic change. Just 

because the DNA has mutated does NOT mean that the phenotype will change. Use Data Table 3 to 

determine if there is a physical change in addition to a change in the DNA. Also record whether or not the 

mutation affects the protein in the table.  

 

Come back to the data table(s) attached, after you have determined what type of change takes place 

…then firugre out how your mutation affects the amino acid sequence.  
 

 

 

 

1. What was the most common type of mutation in your particular simulation?      

 

2. If you compared your results to that of another pair performing the simulation, would you have the 

same results? WHY or WHY NOT? 

 

 

 

3. Between point mutations (substitutions) and frameshift mutations ( insertions/deletions), which seems 

to have more serious results? WHY? 

 

 

4. In this simulation, what caused the mutations to occur in the Llamacornian DNA? Please provide a 

definition as well. 

 

 

 

5. Are all mutations guaranteed to have a physical change? EXPLAIN. 

 

 



 

 

6. Suppose Llamacorn’s genes for horns mutate into a gene sequence for tusks instead. That particular 

Llamacorn will not suddenly grow tusk. How might tusks show up in the population? THINK HARD! 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Do you think the mutations that had no effect on the Llamacorn’s phenotype could still be useful for 

scientist to take note of? WHY or WHY NOT? 

 

 

 

 

8. If you had to choose among the phrase “mutations are common” or “mutations are rare,” which would 

you choose to defend and why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Are mutations always a bad thing? EXPLAIN. 

 

 

 
 

 

10. Name two things that you learned about mutations from this simulation: 

 



Fur Texture 

Normal= pinata 

Mutated= smooth 

Presence of a Tail 

Normal= pinata-like tail 

Mutated= no tail 

Ear Shape 

Normal= long & pointed 

Mutated= short & rounded 

Hind Leg Muscle Pattern 

Normal= normal jump height 

Mutated= JUMPING RANBOWS  

ROUND 1 
FUR TEXTURE 

 

ROUND 3 
EAR SHAPE 

 

ROUND 2 
PRESENCE OF A TAIL 

 

ROUND 4 
HIND LEG MUSCLE PATTERN 

 


